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NEW!

Mini-HD Multi-Proﬁle Insert Heads for Shapers
®

Mini-HD Multi-Proﬁle Insert Heads for Shapers
Designed to be used on a spindle shaper; these versitle heads are ideal for projects including end
work on ﬂooring as well as cope and stick cabinet door proﬁles. A feature of 60mm wide heads is
the ability to ﬁt two proﬁles on one knife. It's like getting two knives for the price of one! Mini-HD
Heads will accept the same knives and backers as the larger 3-Wing HD MP Moulder Heads.
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Mini-HD Multi-Proﬁle Insert Head (3-Wing) & Knives
60mm Width, 3.5” Minor Dia.

Part #

1-1/4" Bore Head

IHHD-60-1.25SD

$299.00

Head & Knife

Knife Height

Depth of Cut

Part #

Price Each

Width

25mm

0.375”

ICHD-60-25

$35.55

60mm

30mm

0.500”

ICHD-60-30

$37.50

2-1/4” Max

35mm

0.625”

ICHD-60-35

$43.75

Wood Thickness

40mm

0.750”

ICHD-60-40

$46.88

IBHD-60

$31.25

60mm Backers

Bevel Shaker

Price Each

60mm cutting length allows 2 proﬁles to ﬁt in each knife.

Carbide Tipped Wing Cutters to PCD Diamond Cutter Heads
We have solutions to tool up complex door and window component manufacturing from proﬁle ground wing cutters to
insert type cutterheads in hydro or straight bore to ﬁt your moulder, tenoner, or CNC router. If you need extended tool
life in MDF or abrasive materials, PCD diamond may be the right choice. Diamond tooling can oﬀer run times over 100
times longer than the best grades of carbide. The most common tools made with diamond tips are router bits, saws,
groovers, and custom proﬁle ﬂooring cutter heads. We custom design and manufacture the best tool for each project to
ensure high performance. Tools are designed based on an evaluation of your machine and material cut; then a detailed
CAD conceptual drawing is used to illustrate the tool for your pre-manufacturing approval.

Cope & Pattern
Cutters

Raised Panel
Shaper Cutter
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